Simulation of J − V Hysteresis
The drift-diffusion equations for the cations (X c ) and anions (X a ) are the same as for the photo-generated charges. Einstein's relation between the diffusion constant and mobility is assumed to hold. The ion current is zero at the HTL/perovskite and perovskite/ETL interface as the transport layers block the ions. The electric potential profile throughout the device is solved from the Poisson equation (Eq. 3) as stated in the main text.
Before the forward and reverse current-voltage (J − V ) scans, the device is preconditioned. The ion distribution (of the mobile species) is solved for self-consistently during preconditioning (-1V for forward and +2V for reverse scan) under illumination and steadystate conditions. The ion distribution is then kept fixed during the forward or reverse scan.
This translates to the limiting case of (1) infinitely long preconditioning (such that ions pile up near the respective electrodes) and (2) a fast forward/reverse scan when the ion distribution is kept fixed.
In case of the 'stabilised' J − V scan, the ion distribution is solved for every step of the voltage scan. In experimental terms, it means the scan is slow enough for ions to redistribute at every step of the forward/reverse scan.
Charge Generation Profile
The charge generation profile in the device is calculated by using the transfer matrix model. 
